
DIRAC note 96-1126 August 1996Remarks about thePionium Lifetime in the femtosecond regionJ. Schacher, Bern1 IntroductionThe experiment DIRAC, PS212 at CERN, aims to extract precise pion-pion scatter-ing length data by means of measuring the pionium (�+�� atom or A2�) lifetime. Hence,the relation between lifetime and scattering lengths constitutes a key element of the ex-periment. Many references (eg. [1], [2], [3]) about this topic can be found in literature, andrecently a new publication [4] appeared, claiming a much smaller (but wrong [5]) pioniumlifetime!It is the aim of this study to collect important material available, to make compar-isons with new experimental results from other related hadronic atoms (pionic hydrogen)and to draw conclusions concerning limitations and accuracy of relations and quantities.2 Decay width and level shift of hadronic atomsThe energy shift (") and width (�) of the 1s level in hadronic atoms (Ah1h2) canbe set in relation to the real and imaginary part of the complex s-wave h1h2 scatteringlength ah1h2 . In �rst order approximation the total complex hadronic level shift is givenby "� = "+ i���2� = 2�2� (�� ah1h2) (1)with � the reduced mass and � the �ne structure constant. This expression is calledDeser-Trueman formula [1], [3].In the case of A2� the level shift amounts to"� = 27:1a�+��eV m�; (2)where the scattering length is measured in units of inverse charged pion mass. Inserting<(a�+��) = 13 (2a0 + a2) and =(a�+��) = �29q0 ja0 � a2j2 [3] in equation (1), the followingexpressions are found: "1s(A2�) = �43 (2a0 + a2)rB E1s; (3)�1s(A2�) = 169 q0rB ja0 � a2j2r2B E1s; (4)where a0 and a2 are the isoscalar and isotensor scattering lengths, respectively, q0 is thec.m. �0 momentum and rB the Bohr radius. 1



For pionic hydrogen (A��p) same kind of formulas like equations (3, 4) are valid asshown in the Table.Since the nineties the two-pion atom, pionium, is accessible to experiments, and a�rst crude measurement of its lifetime has been published [6]. In order to relate preciseexperimental lifetimes of hadronic atoms to this estimated [6] and also to predicted pi-onium lifetimes [7], the very recently measured (preliminary) A��p decay width [8] (seeTable) together with the corresponding formulas of the type (4) are used.Assuming reasonable values for the hadronic scattering lengths (from theory andexperiment, see [9]), one realizes that the width (and shift) should be quite smaller forA2� compared to A��p, due to the much larger A2� Bohr radius. As shown in the Table,a A2� width of about 0.2eV is obtained, �ve times smaller than that one for A��p.The decay width of hadronic atoms can also be expressed through the Coulombground-state wave function at the origin (see Table). To get an idea about the qualityof this relation, the square of the A��p wave function around the origin is derived byinserting the experimental width �1s(A��p) ([8] and Table) and corresponding Karlsruhescattering lengths [10]. Within the error of about 6% the wave function value found agreesperfectly with the pure Coulomb one!3 ConclusionFrom the above considerations a pionium lifetime of several femtoseconds (� 3fs)is expected.What remains to be done and is a project [11] for the near future, is a precisionstudy of the lifetime dependence on strong interaction parameters (eg. isospin violation).References[1] S. Deser et al., Phys. Rev. 96 (1954) 774;T.L. Trueman, Nucl. Phys. 26 (1961) 57.[2] H. Pilkuhn and S. Wycech, Phys. Lett. 76B (1978) 29.[3] S. Wycech and A.M. Green, Nucl. Phys. A562 (1993) 446.[4] M. Sander, C. Kuhrts, and H.V. von Geramb, Phys. Rev. C53 (1996) R2610.[5] J. Schacher, DIRAC Memorandum (9 August 1996).[6] L.G. Afanasyev et al., Phys. Lett. B338 (1994) 478.[7] B. Adeva et al., Proposal to the SPSLC: Lifetime measurement of �+�� atoms totest low energy QCD predictions, CERN/SPSLC/P 284 (December 15, 1994).[8] M. Janousch et al., preprint, PANIC 96 Conference Proceedings.[9] A.M. Bernstein and B.R. Holstein, Eds., Chiral Dynamics: Theory and Experiment,Proceedings, Cambridge, MA, USA, July 1994, Springer (Berlin, 1995).[10] R. Koch, Nucl. Phys. A448 (1986) 707.[11] J. Gasser, private communication.2


